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A B S T R A C T 
 

One of the problems frequently arising in connection with the study of time series is the 

thorough examination of relationships and correlations between the examined time series. 

In the case of time series with periodicity, study of the effects of periods with different 

time shifting, delayed, and varying length of windows can be also examined by using the 

early developed systematic CReMIT (Cyclic Reverse Moving Intervals Techniques) 

method. In this paper we present a special extension to this method that allows to alloy the 

CReMIT, the moving intervals and evolutionary techniques. It makes it possible to 

examine the temporal changes of the effects and relationships using evolutionary and 

moving interval techniques on special secondary time series derived by CReMIT. The 

function and applicability of the extended method are introduced on forestry, tree growth 

and meteorological data because of the weight of climate change. The climate change 

studies provide further motivation to examine the relationships between forestry 

parameters (tree growth) and environmental factors. 

  

1. Introduction 

Searching for relationships between time series is a major area of statistics and data mining. A huge 

number of techniques are available and among them correlation and regression analysis (Miles & 

Shevlin 2001; Myers 1990) are the most frequently used for defining connections between one or 

more independent and dependent variables. Beside the applied analysis methods, the completeness of 

the examinations can be significantly affected by the sphere of the involved dependent and 

independent variables. For example, the methods of cluster-analysis (Han & Kamber 2006), or 

PCA/ICA (Abdi & Williams 2010) can be adapted for the dimension reduction of datasets. In several 

steps of an analysis method, only a special portion of the full time series is used instead of the full 

range of the available time series. If we have a proper length time series, the temporal changes of the 

relationships can be examined by using the forward and backward evolution and moving interval 

techniques (Biondi & Waikul 2004). The essence of the moving interval technique is that the length of 

the examined interval is always fixed and the starting point is moved forward by one period in each 

iteration step. In the case of the evolutionary technique the starting point is fixed, and the interval 

length is increased by one period in each iteration step (Fritts 1970; Mudelsee 2010). These window-

based techniques can be used not only during the breakdown of the whole examined data line into 

intervals, but also in a more specific manner in the case of periodic time series. Founded on the 

mentioned windows-based methods above, a special systematic window concept called CReMIT 

(Cyclic Reverse Moving Intervals Techniques) method combines the solution of moving intervals and 

evolutionary techniques, was created (Pödör, Edelényi & Jereb 2014a), This basic CReMIT makes it 

possible to systematically widen the sphere of the used dependent or independent variables with the 

derived transformed time series. It is important that the CReMIT method is independent of the applied 

analysis technique. However, the CReMIT uses the full, available time series to systematically 

generate the derived time series. The extension of the basic CReMIT method with the evolutionary 

and moving interval techniques insures the further extension of variables and the depth of the analysis. 

The extended CReMIT gives opportunities for the examination of the temporal changes of derived 

time series (based on the basic CReMIT) and relationships. The practical applicability of the extended 
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CReMIT method is widely confirmed by the studies of correlations between yearly tree growth and 

monthly climate data. CReMIT was used on meteorological data, as independent variables to extend 

the analysis possibilities. The main aim of this paper is the description of the extended CReMIT 

method, but not the deduction of forestry results. 

2. Short description of CReMIT 

Let be ts  a given time series ts  and P  be its natural period. The elements of this time series are 

stored in a vector. Let the first element of ts , ts1  be the chronologically latest element, and natural 

numbers will be assigned to the data accordingly, the length of the vector is m . 

(1) 
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Let SP   PSP 1  the SP
th  element of the vector ts denotes the starting point of the currently 

applied investigation. Special windows are applied on the vector ts , the actual time shifting )(i  and 

width  j  values of a window are defined on the basis of this index. The minimal value of time 

shifting can be 0  0i , and the window width can be 1  0j . Based on the period P  of the basic 

time series, the above defined window will be periodically repeated with the maximum cycle number 

)(MCN . As shown in Equation (2), the value of MCN  depends on the defined parameters  jiSP ,, : 

(2) 
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, where   is the entire function. 

The starting and end point indexes of the windows created with the actual SP  i  and j  values can be 

defined as  PljiSPPliSP  ; , where 10  MCNl . Using these parameters two 

temporal vectors are defined for the storage of the index values representing the limits of the windows 

as denoted in Equation (3) and Equation (4).  
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By using the above defined index vectors a pre-defined transformation function TR  (for example 

mean, maximum, minimum, sum) can be applied on the elements of the individual windows. 
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Based on the above described starting point SP   PSP 1 , the maximum time shifting value I  

 Ii 0  and the maximum window width J   Jj 0 , pre-defined on the basis of the task all the 

potential tstr
jiSP

_
,,

 transformed vectors can be generated on a systematic way. The values of I  and 

J  depend on the actual investigation and they are defined by the user. 

2.1. Applicability of CReMIT 

The CReMIT method was applied as part of an analytical process in order to ensure its application 

in practice. The process consists of three main parts: (a) data preparation, (b) execution of the 

CReMIT method, and (c) analytical modules. After data preparation is completed, the data enter the 

second transformation module that executes the CReMIT method. The third, the analytical module of 

the shell, receives the derived time series and executes the pre-defined analytical process. The derived 

time series generated by the CReMIT module can be used in any analytical process which ensures a 

high level of flexibility. 

The practical applicability of the CReMIT method and the analytical process developed to expand 

the study of periodical time series are widely confirmed by the studies of correlations between tree 

growth, climate (Edelényi, Pödör, Jereb & Manninger 2011; Manninger, Edelényi, Pödör & Jereb 

2011), and butterfly trapping data (Csóka, Pödör, Hirka, Führer & Szőcs 2012; Csóka, Pödör, Hirka, 

Führer, Móricz, Rasztovics & Szőcs 2013; Pödör, Csóka & Kiss 2013), the health of trees and climatic 

features (Pödör, Kolozs, Solti & Jereb 2014b). 

The output size of the CReMIT method depends on the parametrization, and it is usually big. 

Therefore, the evaluation of the received results is really important for an expert from a special area of 

the studies. 

3. The extension opportunities of CReMIT 

The CReMIT method is independent of the applied analysis methods following the systematic 

extension of the basic time series, such as correlation and regression analysis (Myers 1990). However, 

the basic CReMIT method uses the full available, or the user selected ts  time series to generate the 

tstr jiSP_ ,,
 transformed vectors. By using this approach, the relationships relative to the full ts can be 

examined. Nevertheless, sometimes we want to examine the temporal changes of the relationships, not 

only the static results for the full ts . It is especially important in the case of the environmental and 

forestry datasets - which defined the development of the basic CReMIT method – in view of the 

climate change. 

3.1. The theoretical background 

The extension of the basic CReMIT method with evolutionary (Figure 2) and moving interval 

(Figure 1) techniques makes it to possible to examine the temporal changes of the relationships based 

on ts . The evolution technique means, in fact, that the width of the applied window increases by one 

in each iteration without changing its starting point. In the case of moving intervals, the length of the 

examined interval is fixed in a suitable way and the starting point is moved forward by one cycle in 

every iteration step. 
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Figure 1. Moving interval technique for times series 

 

Figure 2. Evolutionary technique for time series 

Let tstr jiSP_ ,,
,  PSP 1 , I   Ii 0 , J   Jj 0 , be the transformed vector corresponding 

to the basic CReMIT method with the parameters jiSP ,, . The tstr jiSP_ ,,
 vectors are created on the 

whole length of the examined time series. Therefore, it is not suitable for the examination of the 

temporal changes of the relationships. 

Let us suppose that the original ts  time series contain m  pieces of periods with length P  (for 

example m  is the number of years, and 12P  by using monthly data in time series). The basic 

CReMIT method is complemented with the evolutionary and moving interval techniques. We are able 

to examine the temporal changes of relationships on given time shifting and window width. To do this 

we have to define a start and an end point. These points determine the initial interval of booth 

methods. 

Let us denote the beginning period by BP , and the ending period by MCNEP  , where 

1 BPEP  is the initial interval length. The vector, representing the initial interval, comes into 

existence as shown in (6): 
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(6) 
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Then, according to the selected procedure (moving interval, or evolutionary techniques), the 

additional intervals are generated. Let us denote by k  the step kth of the given method. In the case of 

evolutionary technique, the length of the examined interval increases by one period step by step, 

without changing its starting point: 

(7) 
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By using the moving interval technique the length of the intervals are fixed, and the starting point is 

moved forward by one period step by step: 

(8) 
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The above described methods and the software frame were implemented in the open source R (R 

2.15.2. version, R Development Core Team, 2008) environment and the mean, amount, minimum and 

maximum were the implemented elementary TR  functions. The default analysing procedure was the 

linear correlation analysis with Student’s t-test to evaluate the significance of the correlation 

coefficients. 

3.2 Application of the extended method – an example 

We represent the above described extension opportunities of the CReMIT method on a forestry 

dataset. Let the dependent parameter be the yearly tree growth data, and let the independent 

parameters be the monthly precipitation sum values. We would like to examine the relationships 

between the climatic factors (precipitation, temperature) and tree growth variables, but it is insufficient 

to compare only the simple monthly climatic and yearly tree growth time series.  

The basic CReMIT method makes it possible to create and add several derived climatic variables - 

with different width and time shifting values for the examinations of the relationships. It has a really 

important part in the concern of the examined data sets; after all, the forestry parameter is affected by a 

period that is more than any given month. Moreover it is worthy to involve the climatic features of the 

past year in addition the actual year into the examinations. 

At the same time, the basic CReMIT method uses the entire available time series in the process of 

the window creating. Therefore, it is unsuitable for the examination of the effect of a time interval – 

defined by a CReMIT created window – that is constant or that changes in time. It is an especially 

important task because of the effects of supposed climate change. Altogether it is uncertain that the 

same climatic variables of different time periods (for example: 1960-2010, 1960-1990, or 1990-2010) 

have the same effect on the same independent parameters. By using the extended CReMIT method we 

demonstrate the effect of changing climatic variables on the tree growth data. 

In our example we examine yearly tree growth data (based on tree rings measurement) from 1962 

to 2008, and monthly precipitation sum (from 1961 to 2008). The extended CReMIT method was used 

on the meteorological features (precipitation and temperature) as independent variables. The 

initialization values of the basic CReMIT method was defined by forestry professional: 
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4SP , September is the last examined month (in actual year), 

12I , the maximal time shifting value, 

5J , the maximal window width value. 

In practice it means that all possible time windows were created from September of the actual year 

to April of the previous year with a maximum 6 month width for the monthly precipitation data. 

Altogether 93 different time periods (windows) were created. We used the undermentioned notations: 

prec_x shows that the examined parameter is the precipitation and x the number of month. The a_, and 

p_ prefixes show that the data come from the previous, or from the actual year. For example 

p_prec_10 - a_prec_3 means that the period from the previous year October to the actual year March; 

it is a window of 6 month width. Using the precipitation sum values of all created periods, it is 

possible to examine the effect of these periods on tree growth data.  

But if we are curious about the temporal changes of the effects, then we should use the extended 

CReMIT method. Let the minimal interval length be 20 years, that is 1962BP  and 1981EP . By 

using this parametrization 28-28 intervals were generated by both the moving interval and the 

evolutionary techniques. Moving intervals: 1962-1981; 1963-1982; 1964-1983;…;1988-2007 and 

1989-2008. Evolutionary technique intervals: 1962-1981; 1962-1982; 1962-1983;…; 1962-2007 and 

1962-2008. 

We analysed the relationships between the independent variables (93 time periods derived by 

extended CReMIT method, and 28-28 intervals) and the yearly tree growth data using simple linear 

correlation analysis. The significance of correlation coefficients were evaluated by Student’s t-test at 

the level of significance α=0.05 with the number of degrees of freedom n-2. In Table 1 and Table 2 

only the statistically significant correlation values were shown. 

Table 1. The result of moving intervals and CReMIT method (details) 

  BP 1962 1963 1964 … 1983 … 1988 1989 

  EP 1981 1982 1983 … 2002 … 2007 2008 

from to   

p_prec_4 p_prec_4 0.53 0.56 0.68           

p_prec_4 p_prec_5   0.44 0.55           

… …                 

p_prec_10 p_prec_12 -0.39               

p_prec_10 a_prec_1 -0.44               

… …                 

a_prec_5 a_prec_9                 

a_prec_6 a_prec_6                 

a_prec_6 a_prec_7 0.4               

a_prec_6 a_prec_8         -0.38   -0.38   

a_prec_6 a_prec_9         -0.43       

a_prec_7 a_prec_7                 

a_prec_7 a_prec_8         -0.38   -0.51 -0.44 

a_prec_7 a_prec_9         -0.41       

a_prec_8 a_prec_8             -0.51 -0.55 

a_prec_8 a_prec_9                 

a_prec_9 a_prec_9                 
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Table 2. The result of evolutionary intervals and CReMIT method (details) 

  BP 1962 1962 1962 … 1962 … 1962 1962 

  EP 1981 1982 1983 … 2002 … 2007 2008 

from to                 

p_prec_4 p_prec_4 0.53 0.51 0.5   0.25   0.22 0.23 

p_prec_4 p_prec_5                 

… …                 

p_prec_10 p_prec_12 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39   -0.25       

p_prec_10 a_prec_1 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44           

… …                 

a_prec_5 a_prec_9                 

a_prec_6 a_prec_6         0.23   0.23   

a_prec_6 a_prec_7 0.4       0.24   0.26   

a_prec_6 a_prec_8                 

a_prec_6 a_prec_9                 

a_prec_7 a_prec_7                 

a_prec_7 a_prec_8                 

a_prec_7 a_prec_9                 

a_prec_8 a_prec_8                 

a_prec_8 a_prec_9         -0.21   -0.24 -0.24 

a_prec_9 a_prec_9         -0.26       

The results in Table 1 and Table 2 showed that the relationships changed in time. There are time 

periods which have significant r values in the first 20 years periods while there are not in the middle, 

or the last periods, or vice versa. These result can be important in the course of the examination of the 

climate change effects. 

Table 1 shows the results of 20 year long moving intervals (the starting points, BP are different) 

and Table 2 shows the results of different length time series (from 20 to 47 years), where the starting 

points (BP) are the same. The moving interval technique may represent the changing of the 

relationships better, because the starting points (BP) of the examined time intervals are moving in 

time. We can compare the relationships of the first 20 years (1962-1981) and the relationships of the 

last 20 years (1989-2008). It is important to detect the effect of climate change in nature. 

In this chapter our aim was to introduce the applicability of the extended CReMIT method without 

declaring forestry results. Due to the size of the result tables, we only emphasize the parts which can 

show the change of relationships in time.  

4. Conclusions 

The study of time series and the analysis of their interrelations are highly important and are major 

areas of statistics and data mining and, therefore, the results presented herein may be related to these 

professional fields. The basic aims in analysing relationships are to define the strength of the 

relationships between variables and to define functions to describe these interrelations. 

The efficiency of search for connections between time series can be affected by the applied 

analysis methods, the sphere of derived time series and the use of variables. A special time series 

transformation method based on CReMIT which can support the analysis of complex and deep 

relationships between the examined time series, is presented. The CReMIT method permits the 

systematic expansion of the parameters based on the applied window technique. It makes it possible to 

create different time periods beside the raw data (for example monthly data). These derived time series 

can be used in the relationships examinations.  

The basic CReMIT method uses the full range of the examined time series, so it is not suited to the 

examination of the temporal changes of the relationships. A special expansion of CReMIT is given in 

this study which uses the evolutionary and the moving interval techniques to extend the sphere of 
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derived time series and the examination opportunities. This expansion gives us a real opportunity for 

the examination of the temporal changes of the relationships between the time series. 

We illustrate the applicability and the function of this methodology through an example of forestry. 

The dependent variable is the yearly growth data of a tree from 1962 to 2008, and the basic 

independent variables are the monthly precipitation sums from 1961 to 2008. We can examine the 

effect of precipitation sums of different time periods from the previous year April to September of the 

actual year using the minimal interval length of 20 years. Due to the supposed climate change, it is an 

important area where we can efficiently use the presented methodology. 

However, the applicability of the method is not limited to the forestry problems that had originally 

motivated its development the procedures developed can also be applied in any other field where the 

analysis of relationships between periodic time series is of fundamental importance.  
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